GAC Sri Lanka
Cruise Services
Full support for every port call
The number of tourist arrivals in Sri Lanka has been rising month-on-month on the
back of the country’s booming tourism. The cruise industry has also been growing as a
result.
Successful cruising is all about giving passengers an unforgettable, stress-free sailing
experience. GAC Sri Lanka goes beyond cruise agency to take care of everything cruise
operators need to deliver the holiday of a lifetime.
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GAC Sri Lanka - Your cruise partner of
choice
With more than two decades of operations
in Sri Lanka and offices in Colombo, Galle,
Hambantota and Trincomalee, GAC Sri Lanka
has what it takes to meet the needs of the
cruise majors when their vessels call at Sri
Lankan ports.
Complete cruise package
Our extensive expertise allows us to offer
complete services ranging from port &
immigration clearances, husbandry services,
crew welfare, provisions supply through to
liaison with local tour operators and domestic
transport.
We provide advice and guidance to itinerary
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planners to plot optimum locations and routes
for local sightseeing, hotel accommodation,
home-port or turnaround potential.
Time and cost efficiency
Our established working relationships with
the relevant authorities and contacts in
the local cruise industry help smooth the
way for efficient immigration clearance for
passengers and crew.
In many cases, this has helped to ensure that
immigration officers are on board vessels
24-48 hours ahead of arrival at their next
port of call, facilitating advance immigration
clearance and enabling passengers to
disembark and enjoy their shore side
experience without delay.
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Our experience
has equipped us
with in-depth
understanding
of the unique
complexities of
cruise operations
to offer customised
services and support
that translate to
seamless port calls.
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